], the colour coding for TM 1 to 7 is dark orange, pink, red, purple, dark red, orange and light yellow respectively. The similarity or dissimilarity of each amino-acid compared to MCH-1R is shown by the bar; the strength of similarity is represented by the spectrum from blue (max similarity) to red (max dissimilarity), bar length and its directionality (upsimilarity, down dissimilarity).
Figure S3
: Heat-map of ProS similarity 51x51 matrixes, calculated for the 51 decoys (1 homology model + 50 structures harvested from MD run) for OX1 (A) and OX2 (B). The colour coding is base on ProS. The structure #1 is homology model
B. OX2 Figure S4 : Hierarchical agglomerative clustering tree for 51 decoys of OX1 receptor (50 decoys from MD run and 1 from homology modeling) with ProS method and Ward's clustering method. Green dashed line vertical line represents an arbitrary cutoff (0.759) to break the tree into clusters Figure S5 : Hierarchical agglomerative clustering tree for 51 decoys of OX2 receptor (50 decoys from MD run and 1 from homology modeling) with ProS method and Ward's clustering method. Green dashed line vertical line represents an arbitrary cutoff (0.583) to break the tree into clusters
